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Abstract  
Iowa State University (ISU) has outstanding capacity in 
discrete research areas relevant to the bioeconomy, but 
faculty have struggled to integrate into functional teams 
capable of addressing the grand challenges represented 
by sustainable production and use of plants for 
energy.  With Agronomy endowment funding we began 
a 5-year project in January, 2014  to integrate key 
extant, but disparate, groups at ISU that together 
address the complete biofuels supply chain (Fig. 1) into 
a cohesive team addressing Iowa’s Sustainable Energy 
Pathways (ISEP) to meet the needs of funding 
agencies, industry, policy makers and citizens.  

We are currently progressing as or better than 
expected, producing:  

• A cohesive team (5 faculty, 1 postdoc, 3 PhD, 2 
MS) (Fig. 2) 

• Identification of a critical knowledge gap 
(decision-making science) 

• Manuscripts in preparation (6, 5 in review), 
accepted or published (13), presentations (20) 
and industry funding awards (4) (Fig. 3) 

• Collaborations with the University of Iowa 
(Biomass Power Project) and industry. 

Accomplishments – October 2013 - 
September, 2014 

• A cohesive team 
Since Jan. 2014 the 5 PIs have recruited 3 PhD students 
and 2 MS students (Fig. 2), leveraging support from 

Fig. 1 - Conceptual model of ISEP, reflecting discrete research 
areas, presently weakly integrated and hence unable to 
holistically address grand societal challenges regarding food, 
energy and the environment. Our team has existing capacity to 
develop fully integrated and thus sustainable pathways. 

Fig. 2 – The ISEP team. Back row: Matt Darr, Lizhi Wang, 
Elke Brandes. Middle row: Shiyang Huang, Liu Su, Leilei 
Zhang, Guiping Hu. Front row: Maeraj Sheikh, Carrie 
Chenault, Emily Heaton, Lisa Schulte Moore. 
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multiple internal and external 
funders. Dr. Elke Brandes, postdoc 
and ISEP team coordinator, designed 
a communication and data 
management framework. She also 
coordinates weekly student 
meetings and biweekly whole-team 
meetings, allowing new students to 
assimilate quickly with strong peer 
support and frequent PI interaction. 
The students are currently defining 
their projects with feedback from 
the whole team, ensuring that 
discrete projects within the ISEP 
framework move the project 
forward as a whole.  

• Critical knowledge gap 
Originally planning to integrate ecosystem and engineering models, we quickly learned neither adequately incorporate 
dynamic stakeholder decision-making, limiting model relevance in predicting real world outcomes. Evolving student 
projects are interconnected, all incorporating stakeholder decision-making in some way to together predict economic, 
logistic, social and environmental outcomes expected from bioenergy in Iowa. 

• Products 
Though focused primarily on recruiting and initial research over the last 10 months, we have still generated 
considerable products (Fig. 3) as our team ramps up. Full details of these products can be found at 
http://faculty.agron.iastate.edu/heaton/current-research.html.  

• Collaborations 
As expected, ISEP has fostered and leveraged collaborations 
across disciplines. Notable among these are: 

1) The University of Iowa (UI). Led by Heaton, we are 
working closely with the UI as it develops a cellulosic supply 
chain to transition from fossil to renewable energy. ISEP 
students now work directly with UI staff and energy crop 
growers to understand and predict evolving supply chain 
dynamics and impacts. 
2) AgSolver, an agronomic decision services company. Led 
by Brandes, we are developing high-resolution, spatially-
explicit understanding of bioenergy impacts in Iowa.  
3) Equipment manufacturers (multiple). Led by Darr, we 
are at the front edge of cellulosic biomass logistics and 
manufacturing. 

 

Fig. 3 – ISEP publications (accepted or in print), presentations (research and 
outreach) and funding proposals since team inception in mid-2012. 
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Fig. 4 – UI Miscanthus grower Dan Black (center) 
discusses his crop with ISU scientist Dr. Nic Boersma 
(left) and ISEP PI Heaton (right). Photo credit Leopold 
Center for Sustainable Agriculture, Sept.  2014. 
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